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RightCrowd Presence Control
Two-factor authentification for physical security

Presence Control Made Easy

RightCrowd solves this problem with Presence Control
solutions. When a user tries to enter an unauthorized zone,
their RightCrowd wearable will blink red. If the user ignores

Could your organization use an additional layer of security,

the warning, and enters the area, their badgeholder will flash a

to proactively identify people who shouldn’t be in a secure or

different color and be visible to everyone. A notification can then

dangerous area?

be sent to the security team.

The problem is that most organizations use static badges to

Deploying RightCrowd Presence Control is extremely simple. One

identify workers and visitors, and to manage access to their

RightCrowd Gateway connected through PoE at the entrance of

facilities. Just having a valid badge however, doesn’t mean

the zone you want to protect can be integrated the RightCrowd

you’re authorized to go everywhere. Static badges can be easily

Workforce Management modules or linked to your existing access

bypassed through tailgating, borrowed credentials, generic visitor

control system.

badges or even falsified identities.

RightCrowd Presence Control leverages your existing access

Visual security wearables allow you to instantly 'see' if people are

control system investment and adds an additional layer of

authorized to be in any area.

security.

Safety, security and compliance
made visible

No duplication data

There is no better way to create instant security

remain in your existing PACS software, even if

awareness, than with two-factor authentication for

there is not PACS infrastructure in the facility

physical security.

you are protecting.

Empowering the end user

Flexible configuration

By making authorization visible, employees in high-

Zones can be stood up, changed or removed

risk areas of your organization become empowered

as your organizational requirements change or

to take part in protecting it.

new facilities.

Faster deployment
Can be deployed within days and quickly

Simplify Compliance Reporting and
Auditing

moved to other locations as your business

Reduce the burden of compliance with

grows and moves.

comprehensive activity, event and audit

All identity and access rights information

reporting capabilities.

Why choose RightCrowd?
Founded in 2004, RightCrowd is a leading provider of
compliance, security and safety solutions to some of the
world’s largest companies.
Our award-winning solutions is trusted by ASX 10 and
Fortune 50 companies and have helped businesses of all
sizes to redefine their security and compliance programs,
delivering improved productivity, at lower cost.

Features of RightCrowd Evacuation
Management

Experienced
RightCrowd has built up +15 years
of experience in automating physical
security, safety and compliance

Flexible form factor

processes.

Encrypted visual security sequence
Documented API
Access control system integrated
Centralised management system

Enterprise focus
We understand the complexities of
managing access control in large
international organizations. That is our
sweet spot.

As a service pricing model
Host tethering

Customer First

Reporting and Auditing

We are not a mass market product
vendor. Every customer counts, and we
want each product implementation to be
successful.
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